
EWI members get the exclusive opportunity to 
discuss any technical issue, problem, or goal with an 
EWI engineer through direct inquiries. Tapping into our 
team’s expertise early in your process can save your 
company thousands of dollars per year.
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71% of surveyed 
members cite access to 
technical expertise as 
the biggest advantage of 
partnering with EWI.

83% state that our 
associates’ expertise 
and competence are the 
reasons they are likely to 
recommend EWI.

With EWI membership, you and your entire staff can make an unlimited 
number of technical inquiries of EWI’s engineering staff throughout the year! 

Here’s what EWI members have to say about their experience:

Need a Solution? Ask an EWI Engineer!

EWI members have access to 100+ engineers with extensive experience in materials, design, processes, methods, and 
advanced technologies used in the manufacturing industry. Our technical team is prepared to help you at any stage of development: 

 here are times when 

my skill set at my 

organization is not 

duplicated, so no one is here 

to check my math. There 

are times when I have to 

know things that are outside 

of my discipline. I am able 

to interact with experts 

from EWI to get both the 

knowledge I might not have 

and also have someone 

check my math with things 

that are in my wheelhouse.”
 —Director of Materials, Processing, and Integration,

     aerospace company

“We like to take advantage of their 
technical expertise in areas where we 
don’t have the information we’d like to 
have. We use them as consultants.”

 —Welding R&D Manager, heavy manufacturing company

“There’s always someone 
available, no matter what the 
topic is.”

 —Project Engineer, NASA

“I get a quick response and they 
are very receptive.”

 —Advanced Manufacturing Engineer,  

     automotive parts supplier

“We use EWI as an extension of what 
we have, we get the answers that 
we are looking for, and there is good 
follow up as well.”

 —Lab Supervisor, consumer goods company

Contact EWI Membership Services at 614.688.5152 or email us at info@ewi.org
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